Kuze Bellows
Kogyosho Co. Ltd:
quality above all else

Kuze Bellows has an established reputation for its ability to produce very thin walled stainless steel seamless tubes.

“The business philosophy of Kuze Bellows Kogyosho is to make a wide-ranging
contribution to both our company and our clients,” explains CEO Mr. Yasushi
Kuse. “This contribution starts with our on-going invests in independent
technological developments which in turn allow us to contribute to our clients’
profits; and continues with the development of our own company and the
well-being of our employees.”
The company progressed into the arena of manufacturing specialized heat
exchangers for the nuclear industry around 30 years ago and it continues to
supply products to discerning clients around the globe.
By Joanne McIntyre
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“The mid-1960s was a period of
intense industrial growth in Japan, and
it was at this time that we invested
significant capital to established our pipe
manufacturing capabilities,” he explains.
Today the company’s production remains
solidly grounded in bellows, stainless
steel pipes, and stainless steel fittings
and delivers a wide range of reliable, high
quality products through an integrated
production system.
Mr. Kuse emphasizes that his company
maintains a strong focus on quality to
ensure the safety of its products.
“We are able to produce stainless
steel pipes with a very thin wall while

Kuze Bellows is able to produce thin-walled seamless pipes to very high standards.
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“We have been manufacturing
stainless steel pipes and tubes for
40 years,” explains Mr. Kuse. “In the
first 20 years there were several other
companies who also entered the field
and started to manufacture stainless
steel. However my company has
remained competitive throughout the
years, and there were only ever a few
companies able to make small od tubes
in Japan. While there were originally
around fifteen companies involved in the
manufacture of stainless steel seamless
pipes, this number has been reduced
through years due to mergers and the
collapse of some of the smallest players.
Kuze Bellows is one of just a handful of Japanese companies producing high quality seamless
stainless steel pipes.
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Today just a few of the original small
companies remain.”
From the mid-1980s the market saw
an increasing global demand for semiconductors, ultra-clean pipes, and LCDs
for manufacturing plants. “Initially we
provided semi-conductors for Japan,
America and Korea for companies such
as and Samsung, LG, and Hyundai,”
explains Mr. Kuse. “The quality of
our products was improved through
investments in modern production
facilities to enable us to produce very
clean pipes, and as a result we became
the market leader. All of our original
competitors in this sector have since
closed down. Today we are proud to
say that we are the number one market
leader for clean pipes for construction
plants relating to LCDs and semi-
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we are tackling the production of nickel
alloy tubes for the export market, and
particularly for nuclear power. These
tubes are manufactured from pure
nickel and nickel alloy. Of course it is a
challenge, but why not face up to our
challenges? Our new speciality item
has become high nickel alloy coil tubing.
While other manufacturers are able to
produce nickel alloy tube, the coil tube
has unique characteristics and Kuze
Bellows is essentially the only company
in world producing this item. We produce
these items with no welds on the coil
tubes. Safety is a top priority for these
items and we are able to produce them
for the demanding nuclear industry.”

Secret to success
Rigorous staff training and attention to detail ensure the highest standards of quality are
maintained.
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Bellows – the basics
Bellows are used as parts for automatic control, measuring units, pressure & vacuum sealing, sealing of rotary parts, rotary feeds,
vibration & expansion absorbers, pressure transmissions, length & position adjustment and pressure adjustment.
Metal bellows offer many possibilities because of their adjustable elasticity, bendability, and high hermeticity. As specialists in
metal bellows manufacturing, Kuze Bellows mission is to meet the needs for advanced and diverse bellows with ultra-precision,
and to rapidly fill small lot orders at low cost for its mainstay products of hydroformed bellows, welded bellows and rolled-formed
bellows. It is the first company in Japan to have succeeded in the mass production of hydroformed bellows, which have adjustable
elasticity, bendability and high hermeticity. These are used under various conditions from vacuum to high pressure, from low to
high temperature, and in various parts of machines related to all kinds of fluids. Recent developments in high technology and ultraprecision have created demand for multifunctional and high-quality seamless bellows.
Semi-seamless bellows are also in great demand because they are low-priced and can be delivered in at short notice.
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